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FIRST SIGNS OF THE NEW SPRINGTIME by Thomas Forrest CssR

	I often quote these prophetic words of Pope John Paul II 
* "as the third millennium of the redemption draws near God is preparing a great Springtime for christianity and we can already see its first signs" (RM # 86)
	But some people are sure to ask:
"What are some of the first signs that you can see?"
(...)	All of us should be identifying these very clear and significant signs and responding to them, freeing the Pope of the sadness he expresses with these wistful words: "regarding the Church of our time how we can we not lament the lack of discernment?" (TMA # 36)
	Discerning false prophets and evil spirits is not first purpose of the gift of discernment! Is far more important to: recognize true prophets and identify the movements of the holy Spirits. St. Paul gives the best definitions of 'discernment'; "Acquire a fresh, spiritual way of thinking" (Eph 4,23) and "Have the mind of Christ" (1 Kor 2,16). Discerning is our grappling hook: for catching a "KAIROS", a comet of Divine power with which we can really fly!
	And the Pope's discernment is: this is a KaIROS moment "I sense that the moment has come to commit all of the Church's energies to a new evangelisation" (RM #3) (see # 58)
	In the words of St. Paul I ask God to give all of us a gift of leadership, the gift of discernment. "May you attain full knowledge of his will trough perfect wisdom and spiritual insight" "Then you will lead a life worthy of the lord and pleasing to him in every way" (Col 1;9-10)
	This is the prayer that can enable us to do our part in fulfilling that thrilling papal prophesy: "A new springtime of christian life will be revealed by the great jubilee if all christian are docile to the action of the Holy Spirit" (TMA # 18)
	What do you say? Let's keep giving it our best try?
	See NMI # 58
--------------------
An interview with Fr. Thomas:
Can you develop and explain what you mean "a lack of discernment?

	In scripture there are two, what I call, definition of discernment: the first is very, very good and the second is even better: The firs  definition is "have a fresh mind, new way, spiritual way of thinking. To have a new fresh, spiritual thinking" The second is: have a mind of Christ. Would we beautiful if all of us have this new, fresh, spiritual way of thinking? But if we literally important unless we have this mind? AnD THIS is discernment!. If we have a mind a mind like Christ has, we know what is the Father's will. Christ always underlined: I know what's Father will and I communicate it! My will is not my own, my Father. My teaching is not my own, but was given to my by my Father who sent me.  So, discernment is to capture God's mind. Let's imagine that a comet is flying by and I have a way to reach up and connect with the comet. I would fly with the comet. This is the same with the plane of God. Discernment is the grappling hook. The hook is the comet which I catch and I fly. In step with movement of God something happens. If in the Church those who are trying to serve the Church and ministering in the Church. if they are seeing what God is doing and want's to do and they move with God, they would fly! So discernment is gift of power. Is the basic gift of leader. If I am leader is not because I preach well. Moses preached well? He didn't spoke well. Aaron spoke well, but Moses was leader. Aaron wasn't leader. Moses was leader because God spoke to him. He know what God';s want.  He goes to Faron and went go to the dessert. If we capture what God's want of each of us, we pray what happen. I am leader if I know what God's asking from this people. Leader doesn't say "Go!", he says "Come!" A he goes and steps with God's steps. OK.	
	How globalisation impact our view of evangelisation.
	I don't use the word Globalisation. This is word of the world. I would say that I used now; togetherness, oneness, unity. Becoming  what the Church must be: one body of Christ. Let's imagine. There are 2 billion christian in the World. If the 2 billion Christians wants the change of their mind: would be anything more powerful, more effective, more influential? 2 billion Christian are one of love? That's true globalisation what you talk  about.
	Now I saw  you magazine SZUM Z NIEBA I am afraid I could not read it because I have not a gift of tongues what allows me to read it in Polish. But when I just glad at it I gather some ideas, end because I now I would argue to subscript it and read it just now., now because the are news in newspapers. I would like to read it. pray, meditate. Think in. learn, understand the beautiful messages that this beautiful magazine contains and speak to you heart.


TMA: Tertio millenio adveniente
NMI: Novo millenio ineunte
RM: Redemtoris missio

